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Benidorm begins on Monday the removal of asbestos of the
municipal warehouse roof
Benidorm begins on Monday the removal of asbestos of the municipal warehouse roof

The performance also includes the replacement of the roof of a small store of
sports city and has a cost of 47,000 euros
The councillor of Urban Scene claims the Regional Government to act in
Vasco Nuñez de Balboa school
Benidorm City Council will start next Monday, September 12, works to
remove the cover of the municipal warehouse, considering the report of Risk
Prevention indicating that there is presence of asbestos and cement in it.
The councillor for Urba Scene and Human Resources, José Ramón González de
Zárate and Jesús Carrobles, explained that this action has a cost of around
47,000 euros and also includes the replacement of the roof of a small store
of the sports city Guillermo Amor. the works will be carried out by a
specialist and will last approximately 10 days. Zárate indicated that during
the works, "the municipal warehouse moves to the bullring to keep all

services". The councillor explained that this action has been delayed until
September waiting for approval by the Ministry. Zárate indicated that
removal of the cover is a vindication "for years" made by Technical Services
and Technical of Occupational Health and Safety, concretely in 2011, "when
the technician said it had to be changed" following the letter sent by an
oﬃcial. The councillor clariﬁed that the current government took steps to
replace the cover when knowing the matter, "as we knew nothing about it
and when we were in the opposition or when we began to govern. In this
regard, he recalled that has also been detected in ﬁber cement in the roof of
the public school gym Vasco Nuñez de Balboa, a facility that depends on the
Ministry of Education in which the City Council wanted to act. In fact,
budgets for this performance were also requested. Therefore, De Zárate and
Carrobles have asked the government of the Generalitat that "immediately
do the work and change the roof of the gym," while urged the Socialist Party
spokesman, Rubén Martínez, to join this request " since in the years he was
councilman of Education did nothing ".
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